A Leader in
Social Impact
Making a Social Impact by Helping Disadvantaged Populations
Rise Above Their Challenges
At MTC, caring about others, giving back, and making a social impact are the foundation of all we do. Since
1981, MTC has helped disadvantaged populations rise above their challenges to earn academic and technical
training credentials and live meaningful, productive lives. MTC’s core business in Corrections, Education &
Training, MTC Medical, and Economic & Social Development is helping others to succeed in life and prosper
in their communities. MTC currently operates 58 contracts in 21 states, and internationally—with a mission to
help improve people’s lives.

In 2016 MTC trained thousands of students and helped rehabilitate thousands of
offenders thanks to a team of dedicated, professional, and talented staff
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offenders secured with
programming to help
reduce recidivism
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trained for today’s job
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completed a technical
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MTC is committed to making a social impact in the communities we serve

880,671
hours of community
service donated

$167,336
donated to various
service organizations

$62 Million
spent on
small businesses

MTC at a glance
MTC makes a social impact in Job Corps, Corrections, MTC
Medical, and Economic & Social Development. MTC currently
operates 58 contracts in 21 states, and internationally — with a
mission to help improve people’s lives.
OPERATIONAL CONTRACTS
MTC has 27 contracts within its Corrections division
including:
• 22 state and federal correctional facilities in Arizona,
California, Florida, Idaho, Ohio, New Mexico, Mississippi,
and Texas.
• 2 state contracts to provide programming to inmates in
Texas.
MTC Medical has 11 contracts:
• MTC Medical provides health and dental care to inmates in
California, Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, Florida, and Ohio.
MTC has 19 contracts in its Education & Training division
with the Department of Labor including:
• 15 full management contracts at Job Corps centers in 15
states.
• 4 management sub-contracts at Job Corps centers in 4
states.
• 1 OA & CTS contract, independent of a Job Corps center, in
Utah-Montana.
MTC has 1 contract within its Economic & Social
Development division:
• MTC is working with Egypt’s Ministry of Technical and
Vocational Education and Training to upgrade the
country’s technical and vocational education and training
system, enhance connections between employers and
training centers, and create local structures for economic
development. This contract is with the U.S. Agency for
International Development.

WORKFORCE
•

MTC employs a total of 8,446
people worldwide.

•

MTC employs 4,498 people in its
Corrections division across the
United States.

•

MTC Medical employs 278 people
at correctional facilities across the
United States.

•

MTC employs 3,472 people in its
Education & Training division at
centers across the United States.

•

MTC employs 198 people at
its Centerville, Utah corporate
headquarters.

MTCnovo, a joint venture between MTC and United Kingdom
company Amey operate 3 contracts in the UK:
• 2 contracts to provide rehabilitation services to approximately
40,000 probationers and parolees in London and the Thames
Valley.
• 1 contract to provide rehabilitation services to youth at the
Rainsbrook Secure Training Center.
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